Student’s Analytical and Synthetic Thinking Level in Solve Linear Programming
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Abstract. Analysis and synthesis are higher level thinking skills that are fundamental in creative thinking. This research is a qualitative method to identify the analytical and synthetic level of thinking of students in solving linear programming problems. Twenty-three students from the 2018 class of the Mathematics Education Program of UKSW participated in this study. The data collection instruments of this research were 5 linear program essays categorized into 5 types of problems, which were dismemberments of the whole into its component parts problems, establishment of relationships between the parts of the whole problems, integration by parts problems, solution planning problems, and error finding problem with an explanation of the error reason. This result shows that the level of analytical and synthetic thinking skills of students in the 2018 class of the Mathematics Education Program of UKSW are relatively low. For dismemberments of the whole into its component parts problems and establishment of relationships between the parts of the whole problems, most of the students achieved until the attributing stage, but more complex problem i.e. integration by parts problems, the students only achieved the differentiating stage. For solution planning problems, and error finding problem with an explanation of the error reason, most of the students only achieved the generating stage.
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1 Introduction

Bloom’s Taxonomy divides the learning domain into three categories, which are cognitive (six levels), affective (five levels), and psychomotor (six levels). The cognitive domain consists of (a) knowledge, (b) comprehension, (c) application, (d) analysis, (e) synthesis, and (f) evaluation. However, Bloom’s Taxonomy was revised and the cognitive domain has changed to (a) remember, (b) understand, (c) apply, (d) analyze, (e) evaluate, and (f) create [1,2]. This revision changed every categorical level description on the old Bloom’s Taxonomy from a noun to a verb. Other changes were that evaluation was moved to level five and that synthesis was replaced by create and moved to level six. Based on these six cognitive levels, the first three levels are categorized as lower order thinking skills (LOTS), and the next three levels are categorized as higher order thinking skills (HOTS). The HOTS of a person will appear when encountering unfamiliar problems, uncertainties, questions, or dilemmas [3].
Analytical and synthetic are two rarely examined HOTS. Even though there is an evaluate level between analysis and synthesis, they are two connected thinking abilities and have important roles. To be able to work creatively, a balance between three thinking abilities is needed, such as analysis, synthesis, and practicality. In other words, analysis and synthesis are creativity requirements [4]. Analysis and synthesis play an important role in the cognitive process and based on preliminary research, analytical thinking and synthetic thinking also play a role in the development of other thinking skills [5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12]. The combination of analysis and synthesis is systemic thinking where it affects the fields of business, economy, leadership in organization, psychology, and others [13,14,15,16,17,18]. Systemic thinking is a simple thinking technique for gaining systemic (situation-wide) insights into complex situation and problems [19,20].

Analytical as the ability to decipher a material into component parts so that the structure can be understood. Analytical thinking as a powerful thinking tool for understanding the parts of a situation. It is defined as (a) the ability to scrutinize and break down facts and thoughts into their strengths and weaknesses and (b) developing the capacity to think in a thoughtful, discerning way to solve problems, analyze data, and recall and use information [19]. Analysis activity includes identifying material parts, examining the relationship between parts and the whole, and recognizing the principles of preparing the material. Based on Bloom Taxonomy, indicator of analytical thinking includes differentiating (D), organizing (O) and attributing (A). Other side, synthesis is the union of elements and parts to form a whole. Synthesis is also defined as activity to determine a new creation with the combination of ideas from various sources [22]. Synthesis (creating) is an activity that integrates parts of information to form a new design. Activity in synthesis produces a unique communication language, an intact plan or activity, and a set of abstract relationships. Based on Bloom Taxonomy, indicator of analytical thinking includes generating (G), planning (Pl), and Producing (P).

Analysis is a general logical method of mental activity and significance in human life. The types and forms of analysis include dismemberment of the whole into its component parts, establishment of relationships between the parts of the whole, analysis as the basis for classifying items, and retrospective analysis. Whereas synthesis is a general logical method of mental activity and its application has significance in human life. The types and forms of synthesis include synthesis as a result of analysis and anticipating synthesis. To identify analytical and synthetic skills, we can use dismemberment of the whole into its component parts problems, establishment of relationships between the parts of the whole problems, integration by parts problems, solution planning problems, and error finding problems with explanations of the error reasons [5]. We can describe analysis and Synthesis in Figure 1.

**Fig. 1.** Analysis and Synthesis adapted from Bartllet (2001).

This research will identify analytical and synthetic thinking skills level of first year students in linear program material. This material is one of mathematics’ topics in grade 11. Characteristics of linear program material include story problems and use of the system
principles of linear inequality. To solve these problems, analytical and synthetic skills are needed.

2 Research Methodology

The respondents in this research were students in the class of 2018 in the Mathematics Education Program of UKSW. There were 21 students consisting of 19 female students and two male students. Data collection instruments used in this study were test essays. The tests consisted of five items about linear programming and were type of problem include dismemberments of the whole into its component parts problems, establishment of relationships between the parts of the whole problems, integration by parts problems, solution planning problems, and error finding problems with an explanation of the error reason.

Task 1. The calorie and protein content of beef and fresh fish and the price per kg sold at the traditional market is as follows: The calorie content in beef is 750 calories per kg, while the calorie content in fresh fish is 450 calories per kg. The protein content in beef is 300 units per kg and the price is Rp 140,000.00 per kilograms. Whereas for fresh fish, its protein content is 600 units per kilograms with a price of Rp 35,000.00 per kilograms. To treat patients, a hospital needs at least 225,000 calorie units and 195,000 protein units per day
a. Specify how much beef and fresh fish (in kilograms) a hospital provides to cost as little as possible!
b. Pretend there is a promotion program in two supermarkets as follows.

What option you think will be taken to buy for hospital needs on the promo day? Do you choose to shop at the traditional market or at Supermarket A or B? Provide some reasons!

Task 2. Dona bought 240 bottles of soy milk for sale. She rented two kinds of containers to carry the soy milk. The large container has the capacity to hold six bottles and the small container has the capacity to hold four bottles. The price of each container in a row is Rp 6,000.00 and Rp 5,000.00 in one go. How many large and small containers can be rented so that the cost Dona spends is as little as possible? If Dona’s car capacity is able to only load 48 containers, how many large and small containers could Dona bring?

Task 3. Mrs. Kartika baked 2 types of cookies, they are nastar (pineapples cookies) and kaasstengels.

Ingredient : 240 gr margarine and 300 gr flour
Ingredient : 120 gr margarine and 500 gr flour
Two types of cookie ingredients needed are margarine and flour. Mrs. Kartika bought 9,600 g of margarine and 26 kg of flour. For her first plan, Mrs. Kartika wants to use all the ingredients to make kaassstengels where the amount is not more than twice as much nastar. For her second plan, Mrs. Kartika wants to use all the ingredients to make five times more nastar than kaassstengels. If each recipe produces 2.5 jars of nastar and 2.5 jars of kaassstengels, and the profit Mrs. Kartika gets is 10,000/jar for nastar and 12,000/jars for kaassstengels, then

a. How many jars of nastar and kaassstengels each were produced from Mrs. Kartika’s first and second plan?

b. From the first and second plan, is there any jar that is not fully loaded? What is the reason?

c. How much profit Mrs. Kartika would get if she did her first plan? What if she did her second plan; how much profit would she get? Between these two plans, which will gain a small profit?

d. There are some choices of flour and margarine:
   Margarine A: Rp 22,000.00/kg; Margarine B: Rp 17,000.00/kg; Margarine C: Rp 18,000.00/kg
   Flour A (high protein): Rp 11,000.00/pack; Flour B (medium protein): Rp 10,000.00/pack; Flour C (low protein): Rp 9,000.00/pack
   Butter A (low quality): Rp 26,000.00/kg; Butter B (medium quality): Rp 60,000.00/kg; Butter C (high quality): Rp 280,000.00/kg
   To make the cookies taste good, Mrs. Kartika mixed butter into margarine. Mrs. Kartika usually uses butter and margarine at 1:1. For cookies, Mrs. Kartika uses medium protein flour or low protein flour. For the cost of other ingredients, such as eggs to gas, is Rp 18,000.00/jar for nastar and Rp 40,000.00/jar for kaassstengels. Make a price variation plan for nastar and kaassstengels per jar by considering operational costs incurred by Mrs. Kartika!
   If Mrs. Kartika gets an order of 60 jars of nastar and 80 jars of kaassstengels in medium quality, then how much money would Mrs. Kartika get?

Task 4. It is known that in the linear inequality system of a linear program problem,
\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{cases}
ax + by & \geq c; a \neq 0, b \neq 0 \\
pz + qy & \leq t; p \neq 0, q \neq 0
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]
Observe the requirements of the linear inequality system:

a. No solution area
b. Have solution area
c. Have solution area in the form of a line and a line segment
d. Have solution area with only one point

Task 5. Plan an inequality system that meets every completion area below.

a. Have equilateral triangle form on the first quadrant
b. Have trapezoid form on the second quadrant
c. Have parallelogram form on the fourth quadrant

Table 1. Level, Criteria and Indicators of formation for skills that are parts of the analytic and synthetic activity (adopted [5])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Low Level</th>
<th>Medium Level</th>
<th>High Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indicators</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ability to dismember the whole into its component parts
- Distinguishing components in the problem situation
- Distinguishing the processes in which the component are part in the problem situation
- Seeing the object structure
- Distinguishing numerical characteristics of the components and processes
- Possessing the structural vision of the object
- Finding non-standard ways to solve the problem

Ability to establish relationships between parts of the whole
- Finding dependencies between the components
- Expressing some values through others
- Identifying significant data relationships in the problem situation
- Searching for new data through the correlation of the problem situation with its requirements
- Identifying features (properties and relationships) mentally in the objects under consideration
- Creating fundamentally new approaches to the solution of the problem

Ability to make up the whole from the parts
- Identifying common and distinctive features in the objects, and the relationships between them;
- finding analogies;
- connecting knowledge components;
- formulating conclusions independently.
- connecting abstract concepts with particular ones;
- operating with fuzzy concepts;
- showing a creative approach to solving problems.

Ability to draw an action plan for problem solving
- demonstrating the understanding of the problem;
- demonstrating the understanding of the sequence of actions to solve the problem;
- generating an idea of the expected outcome of the problem solution;
- formulating the problem with the help of a teacher;
- having ideas about methods of problem solving;
- seeing the expected result;
- making analysis of the problem situation;
- formulating and analyzing the problem independently;
- defining a plan for solving the problem;
- making analysis of the problem solving methods;
- making an objective analysis of the results of solving the problem.

Ability to find errors and explain their reasons
- adducing arguments that confirm availability of errors;
- presenting facts explaining the reasons of the errors.
- evaluating the results obtained in accordance with the available errors;
- identifying the nonessential moments.
- suggesting ways to eliminate errors;
- making analysis of the work results on the reasons of errors.

3 Results And Discussion

Students’ correct answers for each analytical stage can be seen in Table 2 below

Table 2. Analytical stage achieved by students for each problem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Differentiating</th>
<th>Organizing</th>
<th>Attributing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task 1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>71.43%</td>
<td>23.81%</td>
<td>4.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>71.43%</td>
<td>9.52%</td>
<td>19.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.76%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For dismemberments of the whole into its component parts problems, most of the students achieved until the attributing stage. For establishment of relationships between the parts of the whole problems, most of the students also achieved until the attributing stage. But for more complex problem i.e. integration by parts problems, the students only achieved the differentiating stage. It’s means that students have low level of analytical thinking ability so they can solve simple problem but they can’t solve more complex problem. Therefore, we need effort to develop the analytical thinking ability of students.

**Fig 2.** Example of a students’ incorrect answer in determining the variable and in classifying information from Task 1.

This student was wrong in determining the variable where the symbol $x$ was the variable for the number of calories needed and the symbol $y$ was for the amount of protein needed. Moreover, the student is less systematic in classifying information known in the question.

**Fig 3.** Example of a student’s answer on task 1 in determining the wrong mathematic model, which is in the form of the linear equality system

Students are always taught by the teacher to work on the linear inequality system with the linear equation system so that students often understand a question about the linear inequality system as a question about the linear equation system. I think, this is a reason why students can’t determine solution means of the linear inequality system model and graph of the linear inequality system. Students can determine the solution of the linear inequality system but they didn’t understand of the linear inequality system principles.
This student identified two problems, which were large and small containers and car capacity, while on the first question there are no car capacity problems. Therefore, this student has only one solution to the problem of renting large and small containers to carry 240 bottles of soy milk. They didn’t understand that there are many solutions to solve this problem.

For task 3, many students are not able to work on the question because the complexity of the problem is harder than the other analytical problems. This is due to students’ low ability to understand word problems. Many students are sluggish to comprehend word problems if the question is too long and complex.

Results for the synthetic stage can be seen in Table 3 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Generating</th>
<th>Planning</th>
<th>Producing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task 4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 5</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For solution planning problems, and error finding problem with an explanation of the error reason, most of the students only achieved the generating stage. It’s means that the synthetics thinking ability of students were very low so they can’t solve the solution planning problems, and error finding problem with an explanation of the error reason.

Another students’ answer

Note: this problem didn’t have a solution
The student determined the common form of probabilities of the linear inequalities system, then tried to portray this on a Cartesian coordinate system. This student was confused, portraying a linear inequalities system on a Cartesian coordinate system. In addition to that, there was another student who claimed that this problem has no solution. This student is unable to comprehend the question and does not describe a linear inequality system that has three probabilities, which have one solution, many infinite solutions, or no solutions. This is determined from the relationship between the coefficient and constant on the existing linear inequality system.

Based on the two students’ answers above, it is shown that they are not able to determine a linear inequality system that has the solution part of a model. The students are only able to determine the quadrant in its Cartesian coordinate and determine the form of a model and its coordinate. Most of the students solve the problem by determining the model first but not determining its linear inequality system.

According to the statistics for the synthetic result, it is found that the synthetic thinking skill level of all the students is at a low level. Therefore, the analytical and synthetic thinking skill levels of students in the 2018 class of the Mathematics Education Program of UKSW on linear program material is considered low level.

The analytical and synthetic thinking skill levels of students in the 2018 class of the Mathematics Education Program of UKSW are categorized as low. It is stated that analytical and synthetic thinking skills in the low categories have some characteristics as follows:

a. Distinguishing components in the problem situation
b. Distinguishing the processes
c. Finding dependencies between the components
d. Expressing some values through others
e. Identifying common and distinctive features in the objects and relationships between them
f. Finding similarities between the objects
g. Forming connections
h. Demonstrating the understanding of the problem
i. Demonstrating the understanding of the sequence of actions to solve the problem
j. Generating an idea of the expected outcome of the problem solution
k. Planning activities to solve the problem
l. Adducing arguments that confirm availability of errors
m. Presenting facts explaining the reasons of the errors

Things that cause low analytical and synthesis thinking skills of students are as follows:

a. During high school, students are not getting used to facing High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) questions and complex questions, especially analytical and synthetic questions.
b. Students are not getting used to facing synthetic problems resulting in low synthetic thinking skill levels, and therefore they only reach the generating stage.
c. In solving analytical problems, students will achieve all analytical stages if the questions given are simple, while for complex questions, students only reach the differentiating stage. This means students only comprehend the questions given and identify the information in the questions given.
d. Teachers admit that they do not teach students to the synthetic stage by considering students’ abilities. This is supported by interview results of some mathematics teachers in Salatiga where they do not teach their students to the synthetic stage because they consider that there is too much material and that the inability of their students to understand make it impossible to teach to the synthetic/create stage.
e. Teacher has not taught and trained students with HOTS learning. Teacher can use learning problem solving and open-ended questions to develop analytical and synthetics thinking.

4 Conclusion

According to this research, it shows that the level of analytical and synthetic thinking skills of students in the 2018 class of the Mathematics Education Program of UKSW are relatively low. Also, based on the result of teaching materials analysis and interviews with the teachers, we conclude that improvement efforts are needed to develop students’ analytical and synthesis thinking skills through the learning process.
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